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Computer simulation of the packing of fine particles

R. Y. Yang, R. P. Zou, and A. B. Yu*
School of Materials Science and Engineering, The University of New South Wales, Sydney, New South Wales 2052, Austr

~Received 5 April 2000!

This paper presents a simulation study of the packing of uniform fine-spherical particles where the van der
Waals force is dominant. It is shown that porosity increases with the decreases of particle size from about 100
to 1 mm and the simulated relationship can match the literature data well. The packing structure of fine
particles is qualitatively depicted by illustrative pictures and quantified in terms of radial distribution function,
angular distribution, and coordination number. The results indicate that in line with the increase in porosity, the
first component of the split second peak and then the other peaks beyond the second one in the radial
distribution function gradually vanish; the first peak becomes narrower, with a sharp decrease to the first
minimum. As particle size decreases, the peaks at 120° and then 60° in the angular distribution will gradually
vanish; the coordination number distribution shifts to the left and becomes narrower. The mean coordination
number can decrease to a value as low as two for 1mm particles, giving a very loose and chainlike structure.
The interparticle forces acting on individual particles in a stable packing are analyzed and shown to be related
to the packing properties.

PACS number~s!: 61.43.Bn, 81.05.Rm, 61.43.Gt, 81.20.Ev
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I. INTRODUCTION

Particle packing is of fundamental importance to ma
industries and has been subjected to research for many y
@1,2#. It has also been found to be useful in modeling phy
cal systems such as liquids@3# and amorphous materials@4#.
Generally speaking, the studies in this area can be cat
rized into either~i! an assessment of the variables whi
govern the packing of particles at a macroscopic level,
subsequently, the development of methods for prope
and/or process control, or~ii ! an examination of the structur
of a packing of particles with particular reference to the p
and/or particle connectivity.

Macroscopic study is often focused on porosity and
lated parameters such as packing density and bulk den
Previous studies indicate that there are many factors aff
ing porosity@1,2#. Of particular practical interest are partic
characteristics such as~dimensionless! particle size distribu-
tion, particle shape, and absolute particle size. These t
factors can lead to various complex packing systems fr
mono- to multisized, spherical to nonspherical, and/or fr
coarse to fine particle packing. The understanding and m
elling of the relationship between porosity and particle ch
acteristics has been a subject of research since the turn o
century, namely, the classic work of Fuller and Thomps
@5#, progressing from the simple spherical particle packing
the complicated fine and nonspherical particle packing
recently reviewed by Yu and Zou@6#. In the 1980’s signifi-
cant progress has been made in this direction for co
spherical particles@7–11#. Recently, this approach has be
extended to the packing of coarse nonspherical parti
@12–14#.

When particle size is smaller than a certain value,
gravity is not the dominant force, and the interparticle for
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which is the collective outcome of weak forces such as v
der Waals and electrostatic forces, becomes more impor
@15#. Fine particles usually do not behave as individuals
cause of the formation of agglomerates due to the str
cohesive forces. Consequently, their packing behavior dif
from that of coarse particles. This difference can be hig
lighted by the variation of porosity with particle size fo
monosized particles@2,16# and the open-tree packing stru
ture observed under two-dimensional conditions or on
external surface of a packing@17,18#. Recently an attemp
has been made to model this packing system with refere
to alumina powder@19# but as a result of its empirical nature
the proposed model cannot be used generally@20#. Such
limitation can be overcome only if a predictive method
developed based on a fundamental understanding of
packing of fine particles. Micromechanic analysis of partic
packing is key to the development of such an understand
Unfortunately, by now few publications deal with the pac
ing structure of fine particles@21#, although many efforts
have been made on the packing of coarse particles@22,23#.

Computer simulation has been widely used in the mic
scopic study of the packing of particles. Two techniques
widely used in the past: sequential~one-by-one! addition
@24–34# and nonsequential~collective! rearrangement@35–
43#, involving different assumptions for packing growt
and/or different criteria for stability. These assumptions
criteria are largely derived from geometrical considerat
and applicable to the packing of coarse particles. They c
not be used in the simulation of the packing of fine particl
which depends on not only the gravity but also other int
particle forces such as the van der Waals and electros
forces. Proper incorporation of these forces in a compu
simulation is key to generating realistic packing.

Dynamic simulation based on the so-called distinct e
ment method~DEM! @44# is most effective in this regard, a
it treats particle packing as a dynamic process where in
particle forces are explicitly considered. The usefulness
this simulation has been confirmed in our recent study of
3900 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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packing of coarse particles@45–47#. This paper extends tha
approach to the packing of fine particles where the van
Waals force is known to be dominant. It will be shown th
the proposed simulation can generate results that are in g
agreement with available experimental measurements
lead to the quantification of the structural properties of fi
particles.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

A. Governing equations and calculation of interparticle forces

In general, a particle can possess two types of mot
namely, translational motion and rotational motion, whi
can be described by Newton’s second law of motion, giv
by

mi

dvi

dt
5Fi , ~1!

I i

dvi

dt
5T i , ~2!

wherevi , v i , and I i are, respectively, the translational an
angular velocities, and moment of inertial of particlei; Fi
andT i represent the total force and total torque acting on
particle. For a particle of radiusRi and densityr i , its mass
mi and moment of inertialI i are, respectively, given a
4
3 pRi

3r i and 2
5 miRi

2. Interparticle forces such as short-ran
contact forces as well as the long-range cohesive forces
cluding electrostatic force and the van der Waals force,
involved in a packing process. The present paper is c
cerned with particles larger than 1mm, and for these par
ticles the electrostatic force can be reasonably igno
@15,48#. Thus, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, the to
force and torque on particlei are given by the following
equations:

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the forces acting on particli
from contacting particlej and noncontacting particlek.
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Fi5(
j

~Fi j
n 1Fi j

s 1Fi j
v !1mig, ~3!

T i5(
j

~T i j
s 1T i j

r !, ~4!

whereFi j
n , Fi j

s , and Fi j
v represent, respectively, the norm

contact force, tangential contact force, and the van der W
force imposed on particlei by particlej; andT i j

s andT i j
r are

the torques on particlei caused by tangential forceFi j
s and

rolling friction. Once the forces involved are known, Eqs.~1!
and~2! can be readily solved by the finite difference metho
e.g., the so-called Verlet algorithm used in this paper@49#.

The normal contact force consists of two components:
elastic, conservative component due to the deformation
overlapjn and a viscous, dissipative component due to
dissipation of energy in the solid particle linked to norm
impact velocity. Using the nonlinear Hertz model, the no
mal force acting on particlei, due to the collision with par-
ticle j, is given by@50,51#

Fi j
n 5@ 2

3 EAR̄jn
3/22gnEAR̄Ajn~vi j "n̂i j !#n̂i j , ~5!

where parameterE5Y/(12s̃2), Y and s̃ are the Young
modulus and the Possion ratio,n̂i j is a unit vector runing
from the center of particlej to the center of particlei, and
R̄5RiRj /(Ri1Rj ). The normal damping constantgn can be
treated as a material property directly linked to the norm
coefficient of restitution@47,52#.

The relative motion between particlesi and j in the con-
tact surface~perpendicular to the normal direction! leads to a
tangential force. This force opposes the motion of the int
acting particles in the tangential direction and is given
@53,54#

Fi j
s 52sgn~js!muFi j

n uF12S 12
min~js ,js,max!

js,max
D G , ~6!

wherem is the friction coefficient,js is the total tangential
displacement of particles during contact, andjs,max5m@(2
2s̃)/2(12s̃)#jn @54#. Equation~6! suggests when two par
ticles start touching each other, a virtual spring is activia
in the tangential direction; and ifujsu.js,max, then gross
sliding is deemed to have started, the virtual spring is
tached, and the frictional force reduces to the Coulomb
of friction.

The torque on particlei due to the tangential force isT i j
s

5Ri3Fi j
s , whereRi is a vector runing from the center of th

particle to the contact point with its magnitude equal to p
ticle radiusRi . The contact between particles results in
rolling resistance due to elastic hysteresis losses or visc
dissipation@55,56#, and this resistance plays a critical role
achieving physically or numerically stable results for unco
fined packing, i.e., the formation of a sandpile@57#. In this
work, the torqueT i j

r caused by this rolling friction is given
by @56#

T i j
r 52m rRi uFi j

n uv̂i , ~7!

wherem r is the coefficient of rolling friction.
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As mentioned above, the only long-range, noncont
force considered in this paper is the van der Waals fo
This force is given by@48,58#

Fi j
v 52

Ha

6

3
64Ri

3Rj
3~h1Ri1Rj !

~h212Rih12Rjh!2~h212Rih12Rjh14RiRj !
2 n̂i j ,

~8!

whereHa is the Hamaker constant, andh is the separation o
surfaces along the line of the centers of particlesi and j.
While it is recognized that an overlap between two collidi
particles is possible in DEM, a minimum separationhmin is
assumed in the present paper. This is necessary in ord
represent the physical repulsive nature between particles
avoid singular attractive force whenh equals to zero@48#.

B. Simulation conditions

A simulation began with the random generation of mon
sized spherical particles with no overlap in a rectangular
with width equals to ten particle diameter. Then, the partic
were allowed to settle down under gravity and during t
densification process, they would colloid with neighbori
particles and bounce back and forth. The dynamic pack
process proceeded until all particles reached their stable
sitions with an essentially zero velocity as a result of
damping effect for energy dissipation. Figure 2 shows sn
shots at different times to illustrate the formation of a pa
ing.

As reported elsewhere@46#, the initial state before settling
would not affect the final state of a packing. Nevertheless
ensure consistent results, the porosity at the initial state
constant, set to 0.94 for all packings considered. Furth
more, periodical boundary conditions were applied along

FIG. 2. Snapshots showing the formation of a packing of 5mm
particles at different times:~a! 0; ~b! 0.06; ~c! 0.08; and~d! 0.1 s.
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two horizontal directions to avoid lateral wall effect. Th
treatment also allowed the formation of a more homogen
packing and helped generating enough data for anal
while using a small number of particles in a simulation.

Table I lists the physical conditions and parameters
the present simulation, obtained after some trial tests. S
the present paper was focused on the effect of particle s
typical but constant material properties or parameters w
used. The effect of the van der Waals force on particle pa
ing can be observed when particle size is less than about
mm @19#. On the other hand, if particle size is less than 1mm,
other weak forces, e.g., electrostatic force, are also effec
@15,48# but they were not included in the present calculati
of the interparticle forces. Therefore, simulations we
mainly performed for particles ranging from 1 to 100mm.
However, a few simulations were also performed for coa
particles up to 1000mm in order to investigate the transitio
of packing structure from coarse to fine particles. The m
nitude of time steps in the simulations varies with partic
size @44#, ranging from 1310210 to 731027 s for the size
range considered.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the contact network of particles in t
packing of particles of different sizes, which were, resp
tively, obtained by taking internal spherical samples who
sizes vary with particle size to be representative. It is obvio
that the structure becomes looser and looser as particle
decreases, which is in agreement with the previous obse
tion @17,18#. However, as pointed out earlier, proper quan
fication of the packing structures is necessary in order
enhance the present understanding. In the following, as a
step in this direction, the packing of fine particles will b
analyzed in terms of most commonly used concepts suc
porosity, radial distribution function, angular distributio
and coordination number. An attempt will also be made
relate packing properties to interparticle forces.

A. Porosity

Table II lists the porosity results for the packings sim
lated, which shows that porosity decreases as particle
increases. However, significant variation of porosity can o

TABLE I. Condition for the simulation of fine particle packing.

Parametera Value

Particle size,d 1–1000mm
Particle density,r 2.53103 kg m23

Number of particles,N 1024
Young’s modulus,Y 1.03107 N m2

Poisson’s ratio,s̃ 0.29
Friction coefficient,m 0.3
Rolling friction coefficient,m r 0.002
Normal damping coefficient,gn 231025

Hamaker constant,Ha 6.5310220 J
Minimum separation,hmin 1 nm

aIt is assumed that the container has the same parameters as
ticles.
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FIG. 3. The contact network in
a spherical sample taken from th
packing of different sized par-
ticles. Small balls represent th
centers of particles, and sticks rep
resent the contacts between pa
ticles.
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be observed when particle diameter is less than about
mm. Porosity can be as high as 0.835 for particles of 1mm,
compared to 0.378 for 1000mm particles. For coarse par
ticles, porosity is known to have two limits: 0.36 for th
random dense packing and 0.40 for the random loose p
ing @59,60#. The present simulation represents the so-ca
poured packing, with porosity of coarse particles equal
0.378, well within the two limits as expected.

As shown in Fig. 4, the simulated results are quite co
parable to the measurements of Milewski@17# and Feng and
Yu @61#. This is also the case for other literature data su
marized by Yu, Bridgwater, and Burbidge@19#. It should be
pointed out that the packing of fine particles is affected
many variables related to material properties and part
characteristics, even for a given packing method. Early s
ies have not taken into account all these parameters, gi
scattered results. On the other hand, it was noticed that
present simulation conditions are reasonably comparabl
those used by Feng and Yu@61# who used glass beads i
their experiment. Therefore, the good agreement between
00
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simulated and measured results in Fig. 4 confirms that
physical conditions and parameters selected are indeed
cal and macroscopically verifies the present approach.
the packing of coarse particles, as mentioned earlier, the
lidity of such a DEM-based simulation has been confirmed
both macroscopical and microscopic levels@45–47#.

B. Radial distribution function

Radial distribution functiong(r ) is the probability of
finding the center of a particle at a given distancer from a
reference one and is widely used in the study of parti
packing as it contains useful information about the interp
ticle radial correlations@22,23#. For the purpose of compari
son, normalized radial distribution functions was used in t
paper. That is,g(r ) is given by

g~r !5
dN~r !

4pr 2drr0
, ~9!
78
8

TABLE II. Mean packing properties for particles of different sizes.

Particle size~mm! 1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 1000
Porosity«~2! 0.835 0.783 0.674 0.580 0.539 0.457 0.409 0.387 0.3
Mean coordination

numberN̄(2)

2.13 2.26 3.13 4.18 4.17 5.25 5.57 5.78 5.9
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whereN(r ) is the average number of particle centers with
a spherical space with radiir around the center of a referenc
particle andr0 is the average number of particle per un
volume in the packing, equal to 6(12«)/p. Figure 5 shows
g(r ) for different sized particles whendr50.02. Theg(r )
curve for particles of 1000mm exhibits all the well-known
short-range features observed in the random packing of
particles@22,60#. In particular, it has the split second peak
the distance of 1.73 and 2.0, respectively, correspondin
two types of particle connection:~a! edge-sharing in-plane
equilateral triangles and~b! three particles along a line
which is recognized as a key characteristic of a random pa
ing of hard particles@60#. When particle size decreases, t
following key changes can be identified. First, the first co
ponent of the second peak atr 51.74 vanishes when particl
size is less than 100mm although the main component atr
52.0 is maintained. Second, the peaks beyond the sec
one gradually vanish. Third, the first peak becomes narrow
with a sharp decrease to the first minimum. These chan
suggest that decreasing particle size can result in a m
uniform packing. In fact, for particles less than about 10mm,
the variation of radial distribution function is largely limite
to a small distance (r ,2). Notably, these changes diffe
from those reported by Yen and Chaki@21#. This difference
is believed to result from the different simulation algorithm
and conditions. For example, the rotational motion of p
ticles was completely ignored in the work of Yen and Cha
On the contrary, as will be reported elsewhere, the sim
tion based on the present algorithm indicated that not o
the rotation but also the rolling friction significantly affe
the simulated results.

The local structure has been further analyzed in term
angular distribution functionP(u), which is focused on the
connection angle between three contacting particles.
coarse particles, as shown in Fig. 6,P(u) has two peaks: one
strong peak at 60° and the other at 120°. As particle s
decreases to about 50mm, the peak at 120° disappears fir
Then further decreasing particle size will gradually lead
the vanishing of the peak at 60°. The two peaks were c
sidered to be linked to the so-called ‘‘211’’ and ‘‘333’’ con
figurations which, according to Clarke and Jonsson@40#, pro-
vide dominant contributions to the second peak in theg(r )
curve. The vanishing of the two peaks inP(u) implies de-

FIG. 4. Dependence of porosity on particle size: compari
between present simulation and experimental measurement@Refs.
@17,61#.
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creased proportion of the two configurations in a packi
corresponding to this is the disappearing of the first com
nent of the second peak and the shift of the first minimum
g(r ). Probably further analysis is required to verify this co
sideration.

C. Coordination number

Coordination number i.e., the number of ‘‘contacts
made by the particles, is considered to be a more sens
measure of the local structure@3,60#. It varies significantly
with the critical distance of separation less than which t
particles are defined in contact. This is obvious from Fig
that shows the number of particlesN within a radial distance
r of a reference particle, an alternative plot of radial dist
bution function but focused on smallr. The angular distribu-
tion is also related to the contact condition between partic
In general, a small angle of contact corresponds to a h
coordination number.

Figure 8 shows the frequency distribution of coordinati
number when the critical distance of separation is set
1.005 diameter. For coarse particles, coordination num
varies from 3 to 10 and its frequency distribution is appro

FIG. 5. Radial distribution function for packings of differen
sized particles.
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mately symmetrical with its most probable value at 6, wh
is obviously comparable to those reported@22,60#. As par-
ticle size decreases, the distribution shifts towards to the
and becomes narrower and narrower. Notably, for 1mm par-
ticles, the coordination number mostly varies from 1 to
with its most probable value equal to 2. The contact con
tions for particles of different sizes can also be visualized
Fig. 3.

The mean coordination number varies with particle si
as also listed in Table II. For the packing of coarse partic
where the gravity is dominant, a particle should have th
supporting particles underneath and in turn support o
three particles, giving a mean coordination number of va
6 @28,60#. However, for the packing of fine particles, th
mechanical stability is not strict because the gravity force
not dominant. Instead, the van der Waals and friction for
are strong enough to counteract the gravity force; con
quently the densification due to sliding and rolling betwe
particles is significantly reduced. In that case, it is und
standable that the coordination number can be decre
substantially. However, to maintain the continuity in bo

FIG. 6. Angular distributionP(u) for packings of different
sized particles.
ft
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structure and force, a minimum contact is required. Thus
is plausible that the minimum mean coordination numbe
equal to 2, in order that a particle can be supported by
particle and at the same time to support another. Corresp
ing to this is a chainlike packing structure shown in Fig. 3 f
1 mm particles.

It is generally accepted that for the packing of monosiz
particles, there is a correlation between mean coordina
number and porosity@2#. Strictly speaking, such analysis
not so meaningful because different physical and/or pack
conditions may have to be employed to vary porosity
coordination number@62#. This deficiency can be readily
overcome by computer simulation. In particular, the pres
paper generates various packing under exactly the same
ditions except for particle size. Figure 9 shows the resu
indicating that the mean coordination number decreases
porosity. Interestingly, as a result of the loosening pack
structure, the change of the critical distance of separa
mainly affects the results for small porosity. It was al
found that the relationship between the mean coordina
numberN̄ and porosity« can be satisfactorily described b
the following equation:

N̄5N̄0

11m~12«!4

11n~12«!4 . ~10!

ParametersN̄0 , m, andn are, respectively, 2.02, 87.38, an
25.81 when the critical distance of separation is 1.005. N

FIG. 7. The number of particle centers as a function of rad
distance for different sized particles.

FIG. 8. Coordination number distribution for different sized pa
ticles.
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that while theN̄2« relation is consistent with those reporte
elsewhere@2,62#, the present paper covers a wider poros
range. Porosity as high as 0.997 is possible for nanopart
@18#. However, from the arguments mentioned above,
most probable coordination number is two for ultrafine p
ticles and the limiting mean coordination numberN̄0 when
«51.0 should be close to this value, equal to 2.02 as s
gested by Eq.~10!.

D. Force distribution

One important feature of a dynamic simulation is th
interparticle force information can be readily quantified.
this case, it is possible to examine the relationship betw
interparticle force and packing structure. As implied by E
~3!, three forces are effective here: contact forceFi j

c (5Fi j
n

1Fi j
s ), van der Waals forceFi j

v , and gravitymg. Different
from the gravity,Fi j

c andFi j
v have no preferential direction

instead, they should be randomly oriented in a packing.
such, there may be different ways to evaluate their repre
tative magnitudes or values acting on individual particles
the purpose of comparison. Two force ratios were used
this paper because of their obvious physical meaning. For
van der Waals force, they are, respectively, defined by

xv5U(
j

Fi j
v UY mig ~11!

and

xv85(
j

uFi j
v uY mig. ~12!

The two definitions are also applied to the contact forceFi j
c ,

accordingly givingxc andxc8 . Figures 10 and 11 show th
probability density distributions for the contact and ver d
Waals forces for different sized particles. They are in ter
of definition ~11! but with logarithmic scale. Similar distri
butions were also found in terms of definition~12!.

FIG. 9. Variation of mean coordination number with poros
for different critical distance of separation.
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As expected, the van der Waals force relative to the gr
ity force in a packing increases with the decrease of part
size. The ratio of the contact force to the gravity force w
accordingly increase in order to create a repulsive force
maintain the mechanical equilibrium. As suggested in F
10, there may be a similarity in the distribution of the van d
Waals forces. Such a similarity is also observed for the c
tact force for fine particles less than 100mm, as shown in
Fig. 11. However, coarse particles give a contact force d
tribution quite different from that of fine particles. In fac
the probability density distribution of the contact forces f
1000mm particles has a broader distribution, with the ord
of magnitude equal to 4 and comparable to that for de
two-dimensional packings@63#. However, the force range re
duces to two orders of magnitude for fine particles. Anoth
important feature here is that the contact force distribution
similar to the van der Waals force distribution for particl
less than 100mm. This similarity reflects the dominant rol
of the van der Waals force, as the contact force is the pas
force and can only respond to the active force, i.e., van
Waals force in this case.

The packing state must be linked to the interparticle fo
in some way. With this realization, Feng and Yu@64# re-
cently quantified the relationship between porosity and c
illary force, which is dominant for the packing of wet coar

FIG. 10. The probability density distributionP(log10 xv) of the
van der Waals force relative to the gravity for different sized p
ticles: ~a! 1000mm; ~b! 100 mm; ~c! 10 mm, and~d! 1 mm.

FIG. 11. The probability density distributionP(log10 xc) of the
contact force relative to the gravity for different sized particles:~a!
1000mm, ~b! 100 mm, ~c! 10 mm, and~d! 1 mm.
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particles. Based on the present results, such a relation
can also be established for the packing of fine particles w
the van der Waals force is dominant. As shown in Fig.
this relationship can be given by

«5«01~12«0!exp~axb!, ~13!

where«0 is the initial porosity of random packing of har
particles, corresponding to the porosity when the van
Waals force is completely negligible. Two sets of paramet
a andb were obtained, i.e.,27.750 and20.256 correspond-
ing to Eq. ~11!, 214.278 and 0.2916 corresponding to E
~12!, although«050.386 for both cases. It is obvious from
Fig. 12 that porosity increases with the force ratio; howev
this increase becomes significant only when the van

FIG. 12. Porosity as a function of the force ratio defined by E
~11! or ~12!.
.

g

es
ip
n
,

r
rs

.

r,
er

Waals force is much larger than the gravity force. This
probably due to the fact that unlike the gravity, there is
preferred direction in the van der Waals force because of
random arrangement of particles. As such, it becomes ef
tive only when it is large enough to provide a resistan
force to restrict the relative movement between particles
forming a packing under given conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It has long been proposed that long-range interpart
forces, e.g., the van der Waals and electrostatic forces,
an essential role in the packing of fine particles. Howev
because of the difficulty in measuring these forces and
packing structure, it is still unable to quantify experimenta
the packing structure in relation to particle size and th
forces. In this paper, we have shown this difficulty can
overcome by the use of DEM-based dynamic simulati
The effect of particle size ranging from 1 to 1000mm on
particle packing has been quantified in terms of the m
commonly used concepts such as porosity, radial distribu
function, angular distribution, and coordination number. T
three-dimensional chainlike structure of fine particles is
picted and quantified. The relationship between porosity
van der Waals force has also been established, which is
lieved to be useful in linking macroscopic to microscop
properties for the packing of fine particles.
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